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Practice Makes Perfect
After decades of building in Birmingham and at
Lake Martin, full-time CPA Bob Harris has perfected
his hobby on his own lakefront retreat.

By Julie Keith
Photos by sylvia martin
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Little Brooke Ann seems unfazed by all the
activity surrounding her. Safe in the arms of her

grandmother, the serene 11-month-old calmly watches
the hustle and bustle as we prepare to take pictures of
her grandparents’ house at Lake Martin. Jan pats her
reassuringly and talks brightly about the new people
and all of their stuff while Bob helps us unload and
gives us a weather update. Despite the morning rain
and looming storm clouds over the water, I can tell this
is going to be a nice day.
The house, designed with hybrid of styles that features shake siding, stacked stone walls and a dramatic
windowed turret, fronts the gently sloping driveway in
an L-shaped design that draws guests toward the large

RIGHT: The Harrises chose their level lot so they could
design a two-story house with maximum views, but
minimum stairs to and from the dock. The lake side of the
house follows the curvature of the waterfront and promises
guests a dramatic view of the open water from almost
every room and patio.
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front door. Inside, the welcoming feeling continues into the warm, woodfilled interior that opens into an expansive vaulted ceiling above the main
living space. Jan, Bob and baby Brooke Ann seem completely comfortable
in the ground-floor rooms, and soon we are, too, as it becomes clear that
this impressive house is a relaxed and easygoing home for utterly easygoing
people.

Dual Duty
If you heard someone else describe Bob Harris’ career path and current
day-to-day routine, however, “easygoing” is probably the last adjective that
would come to mind. The Birmingham resident has his own CPA firm,
Harris & Associates, where he works full-time, year-round. He also has a
full-time building business called RLH Construction, Inc., which he began
in 1999 after years of watching his talented father-in-law build houses.
“In 1985 I told him I wanted to try to do one by myself, but I asked him if I
could call him if I had questions,” Bob recalls. “I probably called him 100
times before I finished.”
For the next 14 years, Bob practiced his new skills on friends and
coworkers willing to bet their home equity on the accountant/builder. “I
probably built 12 to 15 houses for people, for about $5,000 per house. I just
wanted to learn,” Bob says.
To hear Bob tell these tales, as well as the stories of how his slowgrowing venture eventually exploded into building upwards of 60 houses
(including as many as 15 in The Ridge subdivision in Russell Lands on Lake
Martin), is to experience a combination of rising anxiety (me) and complete
placidity (him). Building is stressful in the best of circumstances; building
in Bob’s top Birmingham markets during the boom (Vestavia Hills, Homewood, Mountain Brook, Greystone, Brook Highland and Shoal Creek) is
akin to a wild rollercoaster ride. Add remote construction projects at the
lake in equally high-end communities, and you’ve elevated the stress again.
Throw in a wife and two busy college-age children, mix in a busy accounting practice with the Justice Department as a client and then top it off with
the worst recession in three generations and you get — total relaxation.
“I think lake houses are fun,” Bob says.
Sitting beside him, Jan is as peaceful as her husband while talking about
the tremendous challenges her family has faced over the years, as well as
her work with Bob (she has done much of the designing) and her regular
hosting of up 20 to 30 college students on weekends. Clearly big projects
and big hurdles are things that this family not only does well, but does
happily.

Detail-oriented
At the Harrises’ current house The Ridge (they built a previous home in
the community in 2004), the back of the L-shaped structure follows the
curvature of the waterfront, offering Bob, Jan and their family and friends
a broad view of the water from almost every room. A small patio off the
main living space and master bedroom is primarily the adults’ relaxation
zone, while the rambling patio around the bend of the house is where the
Harrises’ children and their friends like to hang out. Jan designed the
entire outdoor living space, with multiple seating areas and a large farmstyle table able to accommodate fraternity parties or church groups.
The shady seating areas and huge fireplace offer a cozy getaway from
the sun in the summertime and the chill in the winter. Stone columns
create a cloister-like environment, with wicker sofas, rockers and clever
Adirondack chairs made from old water-skis tucked in the various nooks
and crannies.
Above this ingenious outdoor living room, Jan, with input from her
accomplished father, created a semi-exposed walkway that follows the
curvature of the turret. This elevated balcony leads to a hidden playroom,
The high ceiling in the living room soars all the way up to the second floor,
giving upstairs guests a view from the balcony. Simple seating is arranged in
front of the towering stone fireplace.
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complete with a mini-kitchen, bedroom and bath, pool table and big-screen
television.
“One day I got down here to check on the builders and they were putting this
awful witch-hat cap on my turret and I made them stop,” Jan recalls, her peaceful demeanor belying her obvious force of will: This is a woman who can stop an
entire construction crew just shy of adding the roofing shingles. “It just wasn’t
right, and I told them to wait until I could think of another way to do it.” Not long
after, driving through rural Tennessee with her father, Jan spotted the perfect
design solution on a Victorian home. “We went to a Fred’s nearby and bought a
disposable camera and took as many pictures as we could,” she recalls. Once they
got home, her dad, who had always drawn his own plans, sketched out the
details. “He sat down at the kitchen table and drew the entire thing in one sitting,” Bob says, clearly still in awe of his late father-in-law and mentor.
Back inside, Bob and Jan talk of selling this home and building something new,
maybe this time something a little smaller. They point out that over the years,
whether in Birmingham or at the lake, every house they have built for themselves
has been with the children in mind. Now, with their kids grown and baby Brooke
Ann their primary guest, the days of big spaces with beds for a dozen visitors are
over. “It’s really becoming more about our individual families,” Jan says, noting
that her daughter, son-in-law and granddaughter, as well as their son and his
tighter group of friends, require much less space than the high-school and college
crowds of the past. These two pros are not the least bit bothered at the idea of
building for themselves again, while still managing the CPA firm and overseeing
six houses at Lake Martin currently underway. “The kids did ask that we make
this the last one,” Jan allows. Bob just smiles.
Meanwhile, upstairs, Brooke Ann has slept through the whole thing.
Just like her grandparents, she can handle it.

above: Jan wanted to be sure her home could accommodate large groups, and the
big dining room table is perfect for family and friends. Part of the open floor plan that
connects it to the living room and kitchen, the dining room also looks out onto the
lake from its floor-to-ceiling windows. ABOVE RIGHT: Nestled down a gentle slope,
the Harrises’ home embraces guests as they approach the arched front door. RIGHT:
This dramatic passageway through the turret Jan designed leads to a media room/
playroom. With a bedroom, bath and mini-kitchen, guests can enjoy this private space
that is separate from the main house.
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